STORAGE SOLUTIONS
FOR COMMERCIAL KITCHENS
Since using Decor containers in bills restaurant kitchens, our chefs have never been happier. Given that we’re so tight on space in our fridge and dry storage areas, Decor’s clear containers are perfect for space efficiency and easily identifying contents.

Having adopted these durable and reusable containers has resulted in a reduction of plastic disposable container waste and more importantly, has reduced our overall environmental impact as a business. We are also proud to be supporting locally Australian made products.

- bills restaurants, Sydney
Why Decor?

Decor’s kitchen containers are the complete solution to help organise your commercial kitchen’s storage needs.

Ideal for dry storage, cool rooms, freezer, microwave and dishwasher use, Decor’s versatile kitchen container systems are perfect for storing bulk ingredients and meal portions. Maximise your available space with a storage solution from Decor that is modular for stacking efficiently and with containers that nest completely for storing between uses.

Made with high quality durable plastic, all containers are built to last and will not chip or splinter unlike commonly used disposable plastic containers. Free from BPA, PVC, lead and phthalates, the range is completely food safe.

Decor is renowned for quality, functionality and affordability. Based in Melbourne, Decor manufactures the Tellfresh® and Microsafe® ranges locally.

The perfect partner for the highly functional commercial kitchen, Decor has been making everyday life easier and more enjoyable for over 55 years.

- Modular Systems
- Space Efficient
- Premium Quality
- Durable
- Cost Effective
Ideal for Commercial Kitchens

Bulk Storage Solutions

PERFECT FOR COOL ROOM STORAGE

IDEAL FOR BULK DRY STORAGE
Modular Storage System

- Containers nest perfectly for space efficiency
- Durable, long lasting & dishwasher safe
- Modular storage for under counter fridge use
- Easy identification of contents
- Graduation measurement marks
- Modular stackable design
- Perfect for pre-prepared meal portions

Perfect for pre-prepared meal portions.

Durable, long lasting & dishwasher safe.

Modular stackable design.

Easy identification of contents.

Graduation measurement marks.

Modular storage for under counter fridge use.
Stackable System for Space Efficiency

MAXIMISE YOUR STORAGE SPACE WITH TELLFRESH® MODULAR CONTAINERS THAT STACK EFFICIENTLY

Set 1

Set 2
TELFRESH® RANGE

tellfresh

001060 PACK SIZE: 4
Square 1.125 L

000960 PACK SIZE: 6
Square 1.75 L

002660 PACK SIZE: 6
Tall Oblong 800 ml

003960 PACK SIZE: 4
Tall Oblong 2.0 L

003760 PACK SIZE: 4
Tall Oblong 3.0 L

004060 PACK SIZE: 4
Tall Oblong 1.75 ml

196360 PACK SIZE: 3
Oblong 3.0 L

001960 PACK SIZE: 4
Oblong 10.0 L
**TELLFRESH® RANGE**

- **001800** PACK SIZE: 4
  - Cupcake Storer 4.0 L
  - with Cake Lifter

- **001400** PACK SIZE: 4
  - 2-Storey Storer 5.0 L

- **149860** PACK SIZE: 4
  - Pastry Storer 2.5 L

- **187400** PACK SIZE: 4
  - Meat Storer 4.0 L

- **071902** PACK SIZE: 3
  - Jug 2.0 L

- **072171** PACK SIZE: 6
  - Cereal Server 3.0 L

- **003051** PACK SIZE: 4
  - Oblong 3 x 250 ml

- **002751** PACK SIZE: 4
  - Oblong 3 x 500 ml

- **001565** PACK SIZE: 4
  - Square 3 x 500 ml
MICROSAFE® RANGE

MICROSAFE® RANGE

bpa free
food safe
dishwasher safe
microwave reheat
freezer safe
stackable reheating
air release vent
safe hold handles
nesting storage
tellfresh® tag system
scratch resistant lid
modular
australian made
recyclable
THE MICROSAFE® RICE COOKER
MAKES 4 CUPS OF COOKED RICE

COMPLETE WITH MEASURING CUP & RICE PADDLE
DECOR COOK® RANGE

SAUCE BOTTLES ARE PERFECT FOR DRESSINGS, OILS AND SAUCES

JUGS INCLUDE LIDS TO KEEP CONTENTS FRESH

NEVER LOSE THE LID WITH SLIDE AWAY STOPPER

128440 PACK SIZE: 6 Sauce Dispenser 250 ml

128340 PACK SIZE: 6 Sauce Dispenser 500 ml

043806 PACK SIZE: 6 Sauce Dispenser 1.0 L
NON-AEROSOL REFILLABLE OIL SPRAYER

DELIVERS A PRECISE AMOUNT OF OIL EVERY TIME!